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Effects of Electron‑Electron Interaction
on the Magneto‑Optical Rotation in Coupled Oscillators
Yuji KATO*
(Received May 24, 1993)

For a system composed of three‑dimensional electron harmonic‑osci}lators, the
electron‑electron interactien is exactly ineffective on the magneto‑optical rotation. It

is exactly shown that the Frenkel exciton does not contribute to the magneto‑optical
rotation and the anomalous optical rotatory dispersion at a helix‑coil transition does

not occur, being different from the result of natural optical rotation. For a system
composed of electron anharmonic‑oscillators, the electron‑electron interaction has a
little effect on the magneto‑optical rotation. The magnete‑optical rotatory power in
the anharmonic oscillators is obtained for the Faraday configuration by using approx‑
lmatlon.

1. Introduction
Theories of natural optical rotation have been worked oue by a number of authors

from various points of view.i‑8) The Faraday effect has long been studied both
experimentally and theoretically.9"i3} The expressions for the Faraday rotation9･iO)

obtaiRed hitherto are rather complicated in comparison with that for the natural
optical rotation. It seems that the caiculations of an actual molecule by these formulae

are very diMcult even by using approximations. On the other hand, the general
formula for the Faraday effectii'i2) derived by us is a exact and lucid expression on the
basis of the first principle in contrast with the conventional formulae. Furthermore, by

making use of our theory the effects of various interactions (for example, electron‑
phoRon interactionì) or electron‑electron interactioni3)) on the magneto‑optical rota‑

tion can be theoretically investigated by no use of the complicated assumptions as is
seen in the conventional calculations. When we calculate these effects on the magneto‑

optical rotation in a polymer coxnposed of similar monomers using our general
formula,i2) it is not necessary for us to have the knowledge of the magneto‑optical

rotatory power of those monomers. Since our theory of the magneto‑optical rotation
encompasses that of the natural optical rotation, these effects can be discussed for both

phenomena from the same point of view.

MoMtt, Fi￡ts and Kirkwood2} have theoretically investigated the aRomalous
' Professor, Department of Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Shinshu University,
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dispersion in the natural optical rotation by making use of the Frenkel exciton model
for a polymer. The Frenkel exciton originates in the electron‑electron interaction. For

the magneto‑optical rotation we have investigated this interactioR in the previous
paper.i3> It has been seen that the electron‑electron interaction hardly contribute, in
general, to the magneto‑optical rotation.
In the present paper, we investigate the effects of the electron‑electron interaction

on the magneto‑optical rotation in the system composed of coupled oscillators.
In sec. 2 we formulate the theory of the magneto‑optical rotation as is shown in

the previous paperi2) and in sec. 3 we show calculational procedgre for the system
composed of the coupled oscillators. In sec. 4 it is proved exactly for the system
composed of the three‑dimensional electron harmonic‑oscillators that there is ne effect
of the electron‑electron interaction on the magneto‑optical rotation and that the Voigt
effect does not occur as far as only the first order term in the constant magnetic field
is considered. In sec. 5 we investigate the effect of the electron‑electron interaction for

the anharmonic‑oscillator system by similar fashion as is demonstrated in the preced‑
ing section. The last section is devoted to a sammary and discussion.

2. Formulation
Formerly the geReral theory of the Faraday effect is developed by usii･i2) from the

same viewpoint as the natural optical rotation. The genaral formula for the magneto‑
optical rotation is expressed in terms of a correlation function of the spatial Fourier
components of total electric currents.
Let us take the direction of the propagation of an incident monochromatic light of

angular frequency ca to be parallel to the 2‑axis in medium. As far as only the
lowest‑order term in the wave‑number of light, the magneto‑optical rotational angle
￠(to) of the plane of polarized light per unit path length* is expressed asi2)

di(ca) =:= vt,S.ng'(.) ,[:dterm̀bl̀0(t)<[.El(t),pt.(o)]>, (1)
where no(to) is the refractive index in the absence of a constant magnetic field and
1(t) and st(t) are the operators for the total electric current and the total electric

dipole moment at time t, respectively. The triangular brackets denote the canonical

ensemble average under the total Hamiltonian. The symbol 0(t) is defined by

o(,)=(g igi l:e, ,

where V is the volume of the system and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
" The sense of rotation is defined so that positive ip corresponds to counterclockwise rotation as
seen by an observer against the 2 direction of propagation of the incident light.
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The rotational angle ip(ca) can be represented in terms of the Fourier component
G,.,(to) of the Green function G.,(t) in the form

2rr
Vicno(to)

ip(to) == ‑

Gxy(to), (2)
tt

where

G)cy(te)=,[I:dt e‑itù G)cy(t) (3)
with

Gxy(t) =‑'ill‑ 0(t) <[ati1(t), pty(O)]>‑ (4)
The systern under consideration is a polymer composed of similar monomers in the
presence of a constant magnetic field ll. The totai electric current poperator .pr(t)

and the total e}ectric dipole moment operator ft(t) at time t are

og (t) = ‑i:L' :l,l] 12i.] (pin(t) ww ‑[;‑A(rin(t))1 (s)
aRd

xt(t)
=: 2Xeri. (t), (6)
ni
respectively, where e is the charge of an electron, m the mass of the electron, pin and

ri. the mementum and the co‑ordinate of the ith electron in the nth monomer,
respectively, and A(ri.) is the vector potential satisfying a relation

rot in A(rin)=llr. (7)

When we take an angle ev between the directions of the coRstant magnetic field H and
the z‑axis, we can assume without ioss of generality that the x‑, y‑ and z‑components

of the constant magnetic field H are Hsina, O, ffcosa, respectively. Hence the

components of A are

Ax=‑‑{ILycos cr, (s)
Ay == ‑{iL (x cosa‑2sin a), (g)
3. Electroll‑Electron InteractioR in Oscillators
In the resent paper, we consider a polymer composed of si.milar monomers, which
are composed of oscillators of electrons in the presence of the constant magnetic field.

The total Hamiltonian M of the system under consideration is expressed as
M= :l; ¥. ¥(21m (PAin ' ‑il‑A"(rin))2÷ le"(#in m Min)2̀)
+‑li‑ ]:i.]¥. Z'A(rin‑ Y:)'n) ‑l‑ ‑ll‑;ll]:;ilii.]:i.] 14im(rin ww il,'m), (11)

{i#j) (n#m)

(g‑x, y, z, M= X, Y, Z, l=: 1, 2, 3, ･'')
where the term 2 fe,(pti. ‑ Mi.)2̀ is the potential of the ith electron oscillator in the

"

nth monomer located at Rin(Xin, X･., Zin), vA(rin ‑ il)･n) the interaction between the ith

and the 7'th oscillators iR the same nth monomer and I!im(rin ‑ )1･.) is the interaction

between the ith oscillator in the nth monomer and the ith osciilator in the mth

monomer.
By differentiating the Green function (4) with respect to time t the equation for
the Green function G..(t) is presented by making use of the Hamiltonian (11), that is

‑‑f.Ii‑ dGayt(t) == ‑h9. zG,,(t)+2i‑li.l‑‑ii} Gk,(t), (i2)
where

Gu, (t) =‑ ‑ill‑ o(t) <[ .gc･(t), pt, (o)]>, (i3)
Gly(t) ur ‑‑illHO(t)<[ ]¥. fev(uin(t) ww Allin)2̀‑i, pty(O)]> (14)
and

di.= eHu (u == x, y,zaRd iv == x, y, z) (i5)
mc

with N} = Hsin ev, ra == O, H} = Hcos a. The equations for Green functions G.(t) and
G".(t) of new types appeared in eq. (12) can be obtalned by similar calculations shown
iR the previous paper'3) and the successive procedure of the calculations for these new

Green functions creates the coupled equations for the Green functions of many various
types.

Thus a set of equations for the Green functions is written in the form
‑‑l.l dGdewt(t) ‑:4. fl¥S2 6(t) + hgy. z G,,,(t)‑ h[ x G.,(t) +2i4･ Sli Gb(t), (i6)

‑‑li.l‑ dGay,(t) ‑ hlx G,,(t)+2i4. ‑;i7 Gb(t), (i7)
‑‑i?.mdGgyt(t) .,, ‑(21‑1) (21‑2) (4. )221. Gz)(t)‑(21‑1)4･ tGze(t), (ls)
‑ 4. dGgi,( t) ‑ ‑ (2i ‑ 3) (2i ‑ 4) (li.l)2 2i. Ggy (t) ‑ (2i ‑ 3) 4, ‑i; GDy(t), (ig)
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h dG32(t) ‑
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h e2

‑ T' dt ‑ 6"' T' M< pu ¥. fey (yin ‑ Xn)2i‑2> 6( t)

‑ (2l ‑ 2)k‑IL Ggki(t) ‑ GBI2(t) +2lk‑g‑ Gg?3(t)

le

IM

+ 2e. Gsg4(t) ‑l‑ 2e. Gggs(t), (.=:., y, .)

(2e)

where AI is the number of electrons iR the system and

G31(t) = ‑ ‑ll‑ 0(t) <[:lll X] feu (uin(t) ‑ A[tn)2t‑3, uy(O)]>,
G3g(t) " ‑ ‑iil‑ 0(t) <[:ll] ]Ei.] feu (uin (t) ‑ Ailin)2̀‑2,,gLi.(t), pty(o)]>,

G21i (t) = ww "ii' 0( t) <[ ] ¥. fey (uin (t) ‑ Allin)2̀‑5, pty (e) ]>,

G9b2(t) ‑‑ ‑ ‑ilr e(t) <[lllil] i.l fev (vin(t) ‑ Ni.)2̀‑̀.,fl,i.(t), pty(O)]>,

G2?i(t) = ww mill' 0(t) <[lilll ]2i.] kv (vin(t) ‑ Allin)2tww3oflin(t) dtiZin(t), pty(O)]>,

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

Ggg2(t) = ‑ ‑jll‑ 0(t) <[¥¥. ((2l ‑ 2) (2l ‑ 3) (‑l･l‑)2 i. fe. (vin(t) ‑ lvi.)2̀‑4x,(t)

+ feu (yin(t) ‑ Nin)2t‑2( hidi × Xn(t)))., pty(O)]>,
Ggg3(t) = ‑ ‑ili‑ o(t) <[:Il] ¥, feZ(vi.(t) ‑ ivL･.)̀t"3, pt.(o)]>,

(26)
(27)

GSÌ(t) = ‑t0(t) <[¥, ¥. ¥. ku{(yin(t) ‑ AIin)2t‑2‑ (vjn(t) ‑ Al[,'n)2̀H2}

(i"‑tv')
× (Pvin VA(rin(t) ‑ jl,'n(t))), Liy(O)]>,

(28)

G2?5(t) x ‑ rmlirm 0(t) <[:II :;; ]2;.I:i.] leu{(uin(t) ‑ IVin)2̀‑2‑ (yJ'm(t) ‑ A()'m)2i‑2}

(n#m>
× (Puin Vhm(rin(t) ‑ jl)･m(t))), pty(e)]>.

(29)

In order to solve these equtions it is necessary for us to have the equations for the

Green functions defined by eqs. (23)‑(29). By a series of calculations of these Green
functions, thus, the infinite simuitaneous equations are finally obtained. It should be

noted that the Green functions G;gè(t) and Ggl5(t) related to the electron‑electron
interaction have appeared for the first time on only the right‑hand side of eq. (20). This
implies that there is hardly effect of the electron‑electron interaction on the magneto‑
optical rotation.

For investigation of the magneto‑optical rotatory dispersion we calculate the
simultaneous equations in the simpie models (see also Appendix).
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4. ffaremonic OscMator Model
Let us consider a system composed of similar monomers, which consists of the
three‑dimensional harmonic oscillators. Then, we take l ‑ww l in the Hamiltonian (!l).
By making use of this Hamiltonian, a set of equations for Green functions is found to

be

‑T. dGdxyt(t)

h fae

=:‑ fa ge. z G.(t) +2T. ‑iil Gb(t),

‑ hT･dG.(t)
dt :: hT･Ark?2
. 6(t) + h l

(30)

" G.(t) ‑ hi x G.(t) ÷2‑l.;‑1$i Gb(t),

(31)

‑4. dGdev,(̀) =: hge. x G.(t) ‑t‑ 24. ‑￡li‑ Gb(t),

(32)

h dt
dGb(t)
h kxGxy(t)･
T'
= ‑ mi'mrmz;

(33)

h dGb(t) nv la la
‑T' dt nv‑T･ ndzi"G,w(t)･

(34)

h kz
‑T'hdGb(t)
dt ‑mT･ ww
‑‑‑Es‑Gay(t),

(35)

ww

where G.,(t) (y=x, y, z) are defined by eq. (l3) and Gb.(t) now reduced to
Gby(t) = ‑ ‑iii O(t) <[];l] ¥. ku yin(t), pty(O)]>, (y == x, y, z)

(36)

These simultaneous equations in sets of six for the Green functions in the form of

a finite chain of coupled equations can be exactly solved and the magneto‑optical
rotational angle ip(to) given by eq. (1) becomes

2rr Nh2e3Hcos ev ((hw)2‑ hiikii)2‑(h72nfez )2
ip(ca)

Il)n2c2no(to) (h to)2(((hw)2‑ ‑%'2 (k. + k, ‑F ,k,))2 '

(37)

‑ (‑k'i)2 (kk + ec ÷ es rm 2lala ‑ 2kzfex ww 2kxld)j

‑ ( 2k2 )3 fe.kykz
Here it should be noted that the electron‑e}ectron interaction is inffective on the
magneto‑optical rotation and, furthermore, ￠ =: O in the case of the Voigt configuration
(i.e. ev == ‑ i;). It is very important that the results are exact in regard to the electron‑
electron interactions.

5. Anharwaonic Oscillator Model
In order to investigate the effects of the electron‑electron interaction on the

magneto‑optical rotation, we consider now the system in the case of l=2 in the
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Hamiltonian expressed as eq. (11). By the similar calculations demonstrated in sec.

3, the coupled equations for the Green functions caR be written for an aRharmonic‑
oscillator system

h hwa he

‑‑i.‑dGaYt(t) ==‑i Gyy(t)+4T･ ‑m, Gky(t), (38)
ww ‑1?.n dGgyt(t) .. 4. A.'i22 a(t) + h9. a G.,(t) ‑ h?. x G,,(t) +4‑i?,‑‑liii Giv(t), (39)

‑‑l.l‑ dGayt(t) =hge.xG.(t) +44. ‑iS; Gb(t), (4e)
‑‑2?.‑dGgy,(t) ‑3‑lit2 Gzs(t) ‑34. ‑l; Geg(t), (4i)

‑‑l.l‑dGg}t(t) ‑‑4. ‑{lly'‑G..(t), (42)
‑‑i?.udGg9t(t) ‑ 6..4. ‑ia2 < lz.] fe.(y,. ‑ yi･.)2> 6(t)

‑ 2k‑L Gg?i(t) ‑ G;l2(t) + 4k‑e‑ Ggg3(t)

le 1

m
+ 2e. Gge4(t)+ 2e. G2?s(t), (,‑., y, .) (43)
where G..(t) (y=x, y, z) is defined by eq. (13) and

Gby(t) =‑"il‑ 0(t) <[:l,;¥ leu (ytn(t) ‑ Alltn)3, yy(O)]>, (44)

GZY(t)"‑iO(t)<[¥, ]feu(v,n(t)‑AXIn),u.(e)]>, (45)
G31(t) = ‑ ‑;lx e(t) <[;:l] ku (v,n(t) ‑ A'ln)2.IL,n(t), pty(e)]>, (46)
G;l'(t) = ww ‑S O(t) <[:ll]¥ fev(utn(t) ‑ AJ2n) o4tn(t) o･4tn(t), pty(O)]>, (47)

Ggg2(t) =‑ la;leiu G..(t) +(hito × ec2)., (4s)
G293(t) =‑ "h e(t) <[:ll ¥kZ (u,n(t) ‑ iV,n)5, pty(O)]>, (49)
Gig4(t) " ‑ ‑li‑0(t)<[:lll>;.I;.] fey{(yin(t) ww Nin)2‑ (vJ'n(t) ‑ IVI'n)2}

(i".'JO

× (Pvin vA(rin(t) ‑ n)･n(t))), xty(O)]>, (5e)
Ggl5(t) == ‑ ‑ilx 0(t) <[?ll] :;; ¥. ;.] feu{(yin(t) ‑ Nin)2‑ (ujm(t) ‑ Ac,･.)2}

{n#m)
× (Pvin V;un (rin(t) ‑ rjm(t))), Xty(O)]> (51)
with a vector to(ca., ca., w.) and a vector G,22(t) (Gkl(t), GS'(t), G.2.2(t)).

By making the approximations that the Green functions GDgi(t), GS?3(t), Ggg̀(t),
GEI5(t), are replaced by
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G￡l'i(t) it (‑S;)2(<plin> + mlll'htoz<yin pxin> ‑i‑ ( 2M2 )2(hcaz)2<yZn>) G%' (t),

(52)

G$'i(t) i : (‑￡')2(<p;in> ‑ W (fa caa<xin Pyin> ‑ h tox<2in Pyin>)

+ ( 2Mza )2((hcoz)2<x2'n> + (hwx)2<z?'n>
‑ 2 (h cag) (h cvx) <zin xin>)l GS' (t),

(53)

G$'i(t) k ('iSll')2(<pZin> ‑ ‑lil'hwx<yzn pztn> + ( 2M2 )2(hwx)2<yZn>) Gg'(t),

(54)

G2Z3(t) ft feu<(uin ‑ AJI'n)̀> G31(t),

(55)

G9è(t) : <(yin ‑ All･n) Z (Puin(vA(rin ‑ r:,'n) + vA(n'n ww rin)))>Gk'(t),

(56)

(j #J' i>

'

(57)

Gfi95(t) 'U <(uin ‑ All'n)ZZ(Puin( I';im(rin ‑ IZ,'m) + V]nn(ll,'m ts rin)))> GZI' (t),

,B.A,
we can solve the simultaneous equations for
G expressed by eqs. (38)‑(43). Since
.,(t)
the result is complicated, we confine ourselves considering in the case of the direction
of the incident light to be parallel to the constant magnetic field
(i.e.

for the Faraday

configuration).
As the constant magnetic field is parallel to the 2‑axis (i.e. a == O),
cax

= toy =O and
tuz ur= eif/mc. The simultaneous equatioRs for the Fourier components ofthe Green
functions can be written in the form

ww

hcaz he

hto Gxy(to) = ‑ i Gew( to) + 4 ‑i･ "‑ ‑m Gb(w) ,

‑ hca GMy(w)

‑ ha Gb(w)
‑ hto Gb(to)
‑ hto GIY' (to)

‑ hca Gfa'(tu)

‑ hw Gk' (w)

(58)

=4. Z¥S2 + h9. z G.(ca) +44･ ‑;;; Gb(w),

h2

(59)

hl

iil Gfa'(w) ‑ 3T･ ‑Es‑ Gk2(ca),
=‑ 3‑

(60)

‑:3k2 Gs'(ca) ‑342 {Gee(ca),

(61)

e
== ‑ k!k̀' Gxy ( to) ･

(62)

le

ww hT･ ky
‑E}‑ Gev(ca),
ww

(63)

‑

,.. h2fex G..(ca) ‑ K, G%'(w) ‑ h9Z G$'(tu)

(64)
'

‑ hto G$'(to) ..

‑{l.‑ A.rig2 c + hi;kiy G.(to) ‑ ts G&'(ca) ‑

h9z GS' (to)
1

(65)
'

where

c‑‑ <Z2nifey(yin ‑
Nl

IYI'n)2>,

(66)
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Kli = 4‑li･l‑"i:1‑([ <g2".i'i> ‑ k.<(v,. ‑ AJ}.)̀>

‑ slh <(yin " AJ}n){ :i.] (Pyin(vA(rin ‑ r:,'n) + vA(ll,'n ‑ r'in)))

{j#i}
+ ;II][i.](Puin( V;im(rin ‑ ll)'m) ‑l‑ llinn(r:im ‑ rin)))}>]

(m#n)

g‑ %WhZ 7), (v == x, y) (67)

here 7=: <yinPxin> and ‑ <xin pyin> when y == x and y, respectively.

For approximate calculations the formula for the Faraday rotation ought to be of
the form, instead of eq. (1),

ip(to)=: vbhti,(.) 1:dte‑itot0(t){<[.gl(t),",(o)]>‑<[.ss(t),pt.(o)]>} (6s)

because of the loss of the antisymmetry property in respect to x and y by the
acceptance of the approxlmations. As far as we confine ourselves to considering the
linear term in the constaRt rnagnetic field H, the resul￡ becomes

. I(.+2iillisi{l,i!)2 1
2rrNh2e3ff 6(‑II2)2 I ‑ fe.1k,(3￡2 co+ (Kfelo.‑ww"kKbo, )2ll

ip(to)

v>n2 c2 n,(to) (h to)3 r (h w)4 + (h ca) ･ 24 ‑il2 (fe. + fey)l '

(69)

[ +4s (‑iii2 )2 ("K}o + Kbo) j

where

'
Co=ww11v'<:ll ]il.] (k2(xin ' Xin)2' le;(yin
‑ Yl'n)2)>, (70)
KL, = fe.( <g2vi"> ‑ le.<(y,. '‑ Ai}.)̀>

‑ slh <(vin ‑ Alltn)[ ii,l (Puin(vA(rtn ‑ 11in) ‑F vA(lljn m rtn)))

(j#i)
+ :il]¥. (Pvin(I!;tm(rin rm i:)'m) + I!]nn(11i'm‑ rin)))]>), (u= u, y) (71)

(m#n)
and the conditon lex tF ky has been used. It should be noted that there is no effect of kz

on the Faraday rotation ip(to).
When kx = fey =‑ le, ip(tu) is written in the form

Yuji KATo
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2 rr Nh2e3ll 24 ('li2 )2 (K}o ‑ Kl,)
ip(to) =

Vm2c2ne(tu)

(h to)3

h21

hca‑3 m K]co‑K],e

Ct}

× (hto)̀ + (hdi) ' 4s'II' k +4s(‑%2 )2 (K}to + Klo) '

(72)

For kx = fey E k and Kco= Ko Eii! Kb, ￠(ca) can be reduced to a simpler formula,

2rrNh2e3H 72(‑liil)3cb 1
di(w) = ‑

V)n2c2no(to) (hto)3

(h ca)4 + (h.) ･ 4s‑I' fe + g6 (‑%' )2 K6 '

(73)

6. Sesmmary and Discussion
We have investigated the effects of the electron‑electron interaction on the
magneto‑optical rotation. It has been exactly proved that the electron‑electron interac‑

tion is ineffective on the magneto‑optical rotation for the system composed of the
electron harmonic‑oscillators. This states that the Frenkel exciton does not contribute

to the magneto‑optical rotation for the harmonic‑oscillator system. Since the Frenkel
exciton plays the essential role for the anomalous optical rotatory dispersion in the

natural optical rotation, this conclusion also implies that the anomalous magneto‑
opticai rotatory dispersion at a helix‑coil transition does not occur for this system in

contrast with the case of the natural optical rotatory dispersion discussed by Mofl}tt,

Fitts and Kirkwood.2)

The calculation to prove no effect of the electron‑electron interaction is very
difficult by making use of the conventional formula9'iO} instead of ours.'2> For the
natural optical rotation, Moffitt, Fitts and Kirkwood have presented theoretically the

anomalous dispersion by comp}icated calculation of a perturbation of the inter‑
monomerlc lnteractlon.
It should be noted that when the constant magnetic field is perpendicular to the
direction of the propagation of Iight (i.e. in the case of the Voigt configuration), the

magneto‑optical rotatory power is zero as far as we take account of the first order in
the constant magnetic field.

For also the system composed of electron anharmonic‑oscillators we have discuss‑
ed the effects of the electron‑electron interaction. The formula for the magneto‑optical

rotation is expressed in terms of the Fourier component of the Green function. By
calculating the equations for the Green functions, the Green function with the e}ectron‑
electron interaction does not appear in the first stage of calculation as is seen in eqs.
(38)‑(42). It can be considered that the electron‑electron interaction has a little effect

on the magneto‑optical rotation.
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In the preseRt paper we have neglected the electron‑phonon interaction. This
interactioR is discussed for the natural optical rotation in the previous paperì) aRd
hardly contributes to the natural optical rotation.

Appelldix
When a potential v.(ri.) of the electron oscillator located at Rin(Xin, X‑n, Zin) is

of the form

vn(rin) ==Zk"Iptin‑Min l3, (pt =:x, y, z and M=: X, Y, Z) (A･1)
pt
the equations for the Green functions can also be calcutated similariy by the way as

is seen in sec. 3. Although the electron‑electron interactions contribute to the
magneto‑optical rotation, the coupled equatioRs for the Green functlons is more simple

as compared with the case of the anharmonic‑oscillator model (l == 2). The required
equations are found to be
d Gxy(t)

‑T･

dt

‑zi d Gyy(t)
dt
h d G.(t)
dt

‑T･

h hcag he

= ‑ ･ Gyy(t) + 3r‑ Gly(t),
m

(A･2)

l1

.,. k Aig2 s(t) + hgz G.,(t) ‑ hgx G.,(t) + 3e‑e‑ Gb(t),

m
‑‑ h9x G,.(t) ‑y 3k‑SZ GL,(t),

.. ww 2mZ?‑‑G3z(t),
‑k1 d Gby(t)
dt

(A･4)

m

(A･5)

le

h dGZk(t)
dt

(A･3)

= 6vy ‑li'l‑ ‑SS2'<:ll] ]2;,I fey l yin ‑ Yl'n 1 > 6(t)

‑r･

‑k! GD3,i(t) ‑ G232(t) " 34' ‑C G;33(t)
+ 2e. GE?,4(t) ‑i‑ 2e. Ggk5(t), (y ‑= ., y, .)

(A･6)

where
Guy(t) ‑"ill‑0(t)<[X･(t),pty(O)]>,
Gly(t) in "Eie(t) <[ l¥. ku(yin(t) m Aiin)2sign (yin ‑ Nin),
GZ?(t) ww t 0(t) <[ :lll ]211 ku l uin(t) ‑ AJ}n I 21･tn(t), uy (O) ]>,

(A･7)
y.(O)]>,

(A･8)
(A･9)

i <[ ];il IEi.] fe.(y,. (t) ‑ Ari.)e
Gggi(t) ‑ ‑fi e(t)
× sign (uin ‑ Nin) A,in(t) ti{iin(t), pty(e)]>,
GEI2(t) =: (hito × Gy22).,

(A･10)
(A･11)
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Ggl3(t) == ‑ ‑il) 0(t) <[;¥ fe3(y.(t) ‑ Nl.)3, pt.(O)]>,

(A･12)

Gpt'4(t) = ‑ ‑il7 e(t) <[¥¥. ¥. kv I yin(t) ‑ Ailn 1

(i"T'J'>
× (Pvin(VA(rin(t) ‑ llin(t)) + VA(ilin(t) ‑ rin(t)))), "y(O)]>,

(A･13)

Ggg5(t) ‑ ‑ ‑# 0(t) <[¥7¥. pu. kvl yi.(t) ‑ AX}n I

(n#m)
× (Pvin( Xim(rin(t) ‑ r:im(t)) + Vinn(IZim(t) ‑ rin(t)))),

pt.(e)]>, (A･14)

(y=x, y, z)
It should be noted that, as has been shown in sec. 3, the electron‑electron lnteractions

are encompassed with G$'̀(t) and Gew'5(t) alone on the right‑hand side of eq. (A ･ 6) in
the first stage of the calculation.
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